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ABSTRACT
The initiation to have a concept of shared memory in processors has built an opportunity for thread level parallelism. In various applications, synchronization or ordering tools are utilized to have an access to shared data. Traditionally, multithreaded programming models usually suggest a set of low-level primitives, such as locks, to guarantee mutual exclusion. Possession of one or more locks protects access to shared data. But, due to some flaws they become a suboptimal solution. The idea of transactional memory is in research presently as an alternative to locks. Among which, one way is hardware transactional memory. Atomicity is well supported by using transactions in hardware. In this chapter, we have focused on hardware transactional memories and the work done on them so far.

INTRODUCTION
Two or more threads when needed to access some mutual data, then a proper mechanism is required to accurately make those executions. There were some issues in using locks to handle such flaws like mutual exclusion and debugging. Therefore, idea of transactional memory was presented (Guerraoui & Romano, 2014). Basic problem in programming multithreads is to manage shared states (Alessandrini, 2015). A great difficulty is faced when multithreaded programs are created because then the main problem that arises is to synchronize them and made them being able to access the mutual data properly.
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(A McDonald, 2009). Programming and computer architecture communities are researching in finding ways to improve parallel techniques of accessing data (Navarro, Hitschfeld-Kahler, & Mateu, 2014). Database systems have successfully exploited parallel hardware for decades. Database is accessed by various operations through transaction even with predictable response.

The idea of transactional memory was first presented by Lomet (Lomet, 1985). He proposed an idea of atomic operations, like the one used in database systems, in programming languages. TM is an attractive feature that access parallel shared data by dealing intellectually with certain issues. TM system is based mainly on three major properties:

- **Atomicity**: States that operations within transactions are all finished successfully, or none of them is executed.
- **Consistency**: Means that each transaction initiates its operation with a consistent view of the shared data and exits the system in a consistent state after completion.
- **Isolations**: Concurrently running transactions are not interrupted by each other (Firoozshahian, 2009).

In TM, programmer defines certain regions that are executed at run-time to detect conflicts automatically. And this is done through read-set and write-set by tracking transactions, and checking reads and writes which are taking place within transactions. For atomicity and isolation, these read sets and write sets are compared with sets of other transactions (A McDonald, 2009).

**Transaction Pattern**

Transactional memory provides the following (see Table 1) special instructions to access memory instead of the simple load and store.

A transaction’s read set is defined as the set of locations loaded using LT, write set as the set of locations loaded using LTX or stored using ST, and data set as the union of the two. The following (see Table 2) instructions are also provided to change the transaction state (Tripathi et al., n.d.).

Listing 1 shows a simple transaction style that shows how the above mentioned primitives can be implemented.

**Listing 1. Transaction style**

```
Repeat {
    Begin Transaction (); /* initialize transaction */
    <Read input values>
    Success ← Validate (); /* test if inputs consistent */
    If (success)
    {
        <Generate updates>
        Success ← Commit (); /* attempt permanent update */
        If (! success)
            Abort (); /* terminate if unable to commit */
    }
    End Transaction (); /* close transaction */
} Until (success);
```

Adapted from “Transactional Memory part 1”.
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